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St. Simon Stock
The first appearance of  Our Lady of  Mt. Carmel was to St. Simon Stock, then Prior General of  
the Order.  In the vision, he was presented the promise of  the scapular with which we are all 
familiar:

"Hoc erit tibi et cunctis Carmelitis privilegium, in hoc habitu moriens salvabitur" 
(This shall be the privilege for you and for all the Carmelites, that anyone dying in 
this habit shall be saved.)

This scapular was then adapted in a smaller version for the laity who wanted to have association 
with the Order and share in the benefits and promises of  Our Lady.

Appearance at Fatima
The Blessed Virgin Mary appeared to the three shepherd children in Fatima, Portugal as Our 
Lady of  Mount Carmel during the last of  six total apparitions, on October 17, 1917. Our Lady 
promised on that day the people would receive signs and miracles.  One of  these miracles was the 
unnatural happenings of  the sun which left it rotation coming closer and closer to earth, creating 
yet more miracles before returning back to its usual place. 

Lourdes, France
Although Our Lady of  Mt. Carmel did not appear in the visions of  Lourdes, the apparitions 
concluded on the Feast day of  Our Lady of  Mt. Carmel.  It may also be worth noting that in her 
appearances at Lourdes, Our Lady described herself  as “The Immaculate Conception.”  The 
white cloak of  the Carmelites has long been treated in the Order as a sign of  the Immaculate 
Conception and the Order’s closeness to the Blessed Virgin and her purity.

Garabandal, Spain
On June 18, 1961, four girls, Conchita Gonzalez (12), Mari Cruz Gonzalez (11) Jacinta Gonzalez 
(12), and Mari Loli Mazon (12) were playing on the outskirts of  the village when they heard a 
sound like thunder.  Suddenly, there stood before them a radiant angel. He said nothing and soon 
vanished. Pale and visibly shaken, they ran to the village church and told of  the apparition.
Over the next few days, the girls continued to see the angel. On July 1st he spoke: "Do you know 
why I have come? It is to announce to you that tomorrow the Blessed Virgin will appear to you as 
Our Lady of  Mount Carmel."

There were two appearances of  Mary, as Our Lady of  Mt. Carmel: Oct. 18, 1961 and June 18, 
1965

The Congregation for the Doctrine of  the Faith has not taken custody of  the investigation and 
determination of  the possible apparitions of  Garabandal.  Having seen no need to intervene, 
they have left the determination to the local Bishops of  Santandar.  At this time, various bishops 
of  Santandar have concluded: there were no phenomena capable of  authenticating the facts as 



undoubtedly supernatural.  At the same time, they have also clarified that there is nothing to 
condemn in the message, nor that warrants any ecclesiastical censure.  In other words, they have 
taken a position of  not taking a position, neither authenticating the visions as supernatural, nor 
labeling them as false or unworthy of  devotion.

Themes and Significance of Our Lady of Mt. Carmel

In every apparition, and the reason for Mary’s appearances and visits, the Blessed Virgin is 
desiring to share a message with those she visits, the Church and the whole world.  Everything 
about her appearance, including who she chooses to appear to and where, is meant to help 
support her message.  By choosing to appear as, or associate herself  closely to Our Lady of  Mt. 
Carmel, she is connecting the personality and characteristics of  Our Lady of  Mt. Carmel to her 
message.  It is more about what it means for her message and relationship to us, than the 
particular image of  Mt. Carmel.

Themes of  Our Lady of  Mt. Carmel

The Mantle of  her Protection:
 In much of  the artwork and depictions of  Our Lady 
of  Mt. Carmel, she is depicted as spreading her cloak wide, 
over the members of  the Order as a mantle of  protection.

Emphasizes the Promise of  Salvation:
	 While at other times, Mary has emphasized salvation 
through repentance, conversion of  heart, solidarity with the 
poor and in many other ways, in Our Lady of  Mt. Carmel, 
she emphasizes salvation through relationship, drawing closer 
to her in daily and other regular devotions.

The Blessed Virgin Mary as Prioress:
 During her reform, when St. Teresa of  Jesus was named the prioress of  the Monastery of  
the Incarnation in Avila, she faced significant opposition.  When the sisters gathered in prayer for 
the first time, many where shocked to see that St. Teresa was not sitting in the chair for the 
prioress, but amongst the other sisters.  Instead, she had placed a statue of  Mary in the prioress’s 
seat, emphasizing her place as the prioress of  the community.

Clothed in the Immaculate Heart:
	 From almost the beginning, the white mantle was described as a sign of  the Immaculate 
Heart of  Mary and her purity.  By clothing in it, the brothers and sisters sought to clothe 
themselves in her purity.

For Additonal Reading on the devotion of  Mary unique to the Order:
The Lady of  the Place: Mary in the History and in the Life of  Carmel, by Emanuele Boaga


